OFFICE OF THE MARKET COMMITTEE CHANDIGARH
Grain Market Sector -26, Chandigarh

No.MCC/18/ Dated:-

NOTICE

All the commission agents who are working in the Grain Market Sector -39 Chandigarh (Wheat Mandi) are advised not to indulge in any unlawful activities and work according to the license conditions issue to them. All are requested to follow the following instructions:-

1. The auction of wheat should be started exactly at 2-00 PM as agreed by you. Anybody found selling before the fix time will be dealt strictly.

2. Every heap should contain display slip with name of farmer, buyer and the approx. quantity. The rate should also be displayed after auction.

3. Every consignments of wheat carrying from mandi area should carried Form – I along with other documents except the Government Agency.

4. Every farmer bringing the wheat to the mandi area for selling be should given Form -J after the weighment of the produce.

5. The payment of the produce must be made by the Commission Agents within 24 hours.

6. Every Commission Agent should have the arrangement of tripals to cover the heaps of wheat.

7. The weighment must be done by the person having license U/S -13. No person without having license should be allowed to do the weighment.

Secretary
Market Committee,
Chandigarh.
Dated:-

Endst.No.MCC/18/

A copy of the above is forwarded to the Following for necessary action on the matter:-

1. Mandi Supervisor concern.
2. President, Grain Market, Chandigarh
3. All the Commission Agents

Secretary,
Market Committee,
Chandigarh